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Abstract 
 
   We consider Bergman spaces and variations of them on domains   in one or several 
complex variables. For certain domains   we show that the generic function in these 
spaces is totaly unbounded in   and hence non-extendable. We also show that generically 
these functions do not belong – not even locally – in Bergman spaces of higher order. 
Finally, in certain domains  , we give examples of bounded non-extendable holomorphic 
functions – a generic result in the spaces )(s  of holomorphic functions in   whose 
derivatives of order s  extend continuously to   (  s0 ). 
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     1. Introduction. An important problem in complex analysis is whether there exists a holomorphic 
function f , in a given open set   in nC , which is singular at every boundary point of   in the sense 
that whenever U  and V  are open subsets of nC , with U  being connected and UUV  , 
then there is no holomorphic function F  in U  which extends Vf , i.e., )()( zfzF   for Vz . See 
for example [1], [3], [5], [6], [8], [9] and [11]. Also the problem of constructing singular functions 
with specific properties – for example satisfying certain growth conditions near the boundary or 
having certain smoothness upto the boundary – has been studied in various directions. See for example 
[7], [8], [10], and [11]. 
 
     In this paper we will show – under certain restrictions on the open set   – that the set of the pLO  
functions (holomorphic and pL  with respect to Lebesgue measure) in  , which are totally 
unbounded, is dense and G  in the space )(pLO . In fact we work mostly with the space 
qp
pL

)(O  
endowed with its natural topology. For example we show that for some open sets  , the set of the 
functions in 
qp
pL

)(O , which are not in )),(( BLqO  for any   and any 0 , is dense 
and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O . We mention that the papers [2] and [10] contain some results which 
are related to questions studied here. In fact it was the paper [2] which gave us the idea to pose these 
questions.  
 
     On the other hand, as it is well-known, a singular function in   can be C  upto to the boundary of 
 . In this direction, we will use a theorem from [12], to show that for some pseudoconvex open sets 
 , the set of the functions in )(s  (holomorphic in  , whose derivatives of order s  extend 
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continuously to  , for a fixed }{,...}2,1,0{ s ), which are singular at every boundary point of  , 
is dense and G  in the space )(s  (in the natural topology of this space).  
 
     2. Preliminaries. The main results of this paper are Theorems 4 and 6 below, and some 
applications which are Theorems 10, 12, 14 and 16. To prove Theorem 4, we will use the following 
result from [15].  
 
     Theorem (i). Let V  be a topological vector space over C , X  a non-empty set, and let XC  denote 
the vector space of all complex-valued functions on X . Suppose  XT CV: is a linear operator with 
the property that, for every Xx , the functional CV:xT , defined by ))((:)( xfTfTx  , for Vf , 
is continuous. Let })(:{ XonunboundedisfTfS V . Then either S  or S  is dense and G  
set in the space V . 
 
     Let us also observe that the above theorem holds under the weaker assumption that the operator T  
is only sublinear (not necessarily linear) in the following sense: If Vgf ,  and C  then 
)()()( gTfTgfT   and )()( fTfT   . 
Indeed, if S , we will show that S  is dense in V . Let S . For every Sf V , the sequence 
kf 1 , ,...3,2,1k , converges to f , in V . Notice that the function )( fT  is bounded (since 
Sf V ) and )(T  is unbounded. We claim that (for each fixed k ) the function  kfT 1  is 
unbounded. For if it were bounded, the sublinearity of T ,        )()()( 1111 fTfTfTfTTT kkkk   , 
would imply that )(T  is bounded. Thus  kfT 1  is unbounded, i.e., Sf k  1 , and the density 
of S  in V  follows. The assertion that S  is G  in V  can be proved as in the case T  is linear, using the 
continuity of the functionals xT , Xx . 
 
     We point out that in the previous Theorem (i), Baire’ s theorem is not used and the space V  is not 
assumed to be complete.    
     We will need the above observation in the proof of Theorem 6. We will also use the following 
theorem which is proved in [12]. See also [8] for a related result. 
 
     Theorem (ii). Let nC  be an open set and let V  be a vector subspace of )(O . Suppose that 
in V  there is defined a complete metric whose topology makes V  a topological vector space and such 
that convergence in V  implies pointwise convergence in )(O . If for every pair of balls ),( bB  with 
BBb  , there exists V),( bBf  such that the restriction bbBf ),(  (of the function ),( bBf  to 
b ) does not have any bounded holomorphic extention to B , then the set of  the functions Vg  which 
are singular at every boundary point of   is dense and G  in V . 
 
     The spaces )(pLO . Let nC  be a bounded open set. We recall that for 1p , the Bergman 
space )(pLO  is defined to be the set of holomorphic functions C:f  such that 



 

p
p
p zdvzff
/1
)()(: , 
where dv  is the Lebesque measure in nC . Then the quantity p  is a norm, and with this norm, 
)(pLO  is a Banach space. Indeed, recalling the inequality  
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1),(sup fKcz
f
K



 , for )(1  Lf O  (see [6]),  
where K  is a compact subset of  , and ),( Kc   is a constant depending on K  and the multi-index 
 , it follows that if a sequence )(1  Lfk O  converges to f , in the )(1L norm, then the 
convergence is uniform on compact subsets of  . In particular, )(1 LO  is closed subspace of )(1 L , 
and, more generally, )(pLO  is closed subspace of )(pL , for 1p . Since we assume   to be 
bounded, )()(  pq LL OO  when pq  . Similarly we define the space )(LO , of bounded 
holomorphic functions C:f , which becomes a Banach space with the norm )(sup zff
z 
 . 
For a fixed 1q , we will also consider the spaces  

qp
pL

)(O  
endowed with the metric  

 


1 12
1:),(
j p
p
j
j
j
gf
gf
gfd , 
qp
pLgf

 )(, O , 
where jp  is a sequence with qppp j  211  and qp j   (as j ). Then 

qp
pL

)(O  becomes a complete metric space, its topology being independant of the choice of the  
sequence jp . In fact, a sequence kf  converges to f , in the space 
qp
pL

)(O , if and only if 
0 pk ff  for every qp  . Thus Baire’s theorem hold in 
qp
pL

)(O : A countable intersection 
of open and dense subsets of 
qp
pL

)(O  is dense and G  in this space. Moreover we point out that the 
space 
qp
pL

)(O , with the above topology, is also a topological vector space. In particular, if 

qp
p
k Lff

 )(, O  with 0),( ffd k  ( k ), and C ,k  with  k , then 0),( ffd kk  . 
Finally we observe that all the above hold in the case q  too, defining the space 


p
pL )(O , and 
that this space contains the space of bounded holomorphic functions in  : 
)()(  

LL
p
p OO . 
 
     3. Totally unbounded holomorphic functions. Let nC  be an open set. We will say that a 
holomorphic function C:f  is totally unbounded in  , if for every w , every 0 , and 
every connected component E  of the set  
}:{),(   wzzwB , 
the function Ef  is unbounded, i.e.,  )(sup zfEz . Notice that such a function is singular at every 
point of  . More precisely the following proposition holds. 
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     Proposition. Let nC  be a an open set and let C:f  be a totally unbounded holomorphic 
function. Then for every open sets nVU C, , with U  being connected and UUV  , 
there does not exist a holomorphic function F  on U  which extends Vf , i.e., VV fF  . 
 
     Proof. Suppose – to reach a contradiction – that for some pair of sets U  and V , there exists a 
function F , which extends f  in the way described above. Let 1E  be the connected component of 
U  which contains V . Then 
11 EE fF   and  UE1 , so that we may take a point 
UEw  1 , and a ball ),( wB  with UwB ),(  . Then  1),( EwB  , and if 
1),( EwBc    then for the connected component E  of the set ),( wB , which contains the 
point c , we have 

)(sup zf
Ez
 (since f  is assumed to be totally unbounded). But this contradicts the 
equation EE fF  , which follows from the principle of unique analytic continuation, applied to the 
connected open set E  and the fact that open set  1EE . This completes the proof. 
 
     Remark. In the above proof we used that  UE1 . To justify this elementary topological 
fact, let us observe that, since U ,  )(CU  and U  is connected, it follows that 
U . Let Va  and Ub , and let   be a curve which lies in U  and connects the 
points a  and b . If C  is the connected component of U  which contains a , then C  is open, 
Ca  and Cb . Since the set   is connected, we must have  C . Then for a point 
C , we will have   and C , and therefore  UC . Finally, since CE 1 , 
we obtain that, indeed,  UE1 .  
 
     We will show that under certain assumptions on  , the set of the functions in the space 

qp
pL

)(O , which are totally unbounded in  , is dense and G  (in this space). We will also give 
examples of specific domains in which this G – density conclusion holds. 
 
     4. Theorem. Let nC  be a bounded open set and Rq , 1q . Suppose that for every point 
 , there exists a function f  such that  

qp
pLf

 )(O   and  

)(lim zf
z
z
 . 
Then the set of the functions g  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O , which are totally unbounded in  , is dense 
and G  in this space. Also the set of the functions h  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O , which are singular at 
every boundary point of    is dense and G  in this space. 
 
     Proof. Let us fix a pair ),( bB , where B  is a «small» open ball whose center lies on   and b  is a 
«smaller» open ball with  Bb , and let ),( bBE  be the connected component of B  which 
contains b , i.e., bbBE ),( . We are going to apply Theorem (i) of §2 with 
qp
pL

 )(OV  and 
),( bBEX  . For this purpose we consider the linear operator  
),()(: bBE
qp
pLT C

O , )(:))(( zfzfT   for ),( bBEz . 
For each fixed ),( bBEz , the fuctional 
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C


qp
p
z LT )(: O , defined by )())(()( zfzfTfTz  , for 
qp
pLf

 )(O , 
is continuous. (This follows from the fact that convergence in the space 
qp
pL

)(O  implies pointwise 
convergence.) We also observe that, in this case, the set })(:{ XonunboundedisfTfS V  is 
equal to  





 

)(sup:)(),(
),(
zfLfbBS
bBEzqp
pO . 
We claim that ),( bBS . Indeed, since the set ),( bBE  meets the boundary of  , there exists a 
point  ),( bBE . (See the remark in §3.) By hypotheses, there is a function 
qp
pLf

 )(O  
such that 

)(lim zf
z
z
 , and, therefore ),( bBSf  . It follows (from Theorem (i) of §2) that ),( bBS  
is dense and G  in 
qp
pL

)(O . 
     To complete the proof of the theorem, we consider a countable dense subset },...,,{ 321 www of  , 
and the set ,...}3,2,1,:),({   jwB j QB . For each BB , let B  be the countable set of the 
balls b  with centers in ni )( QQ  and rational radii, so that  Bb . By Baire’s theorem, the set  
 
B B b B
bBS ),(  
is dense and G  in 
qp
pL

)(O . Notice that if f  belongs to this set then f  is totally unbounded in  . 
Indeed suppose that w , 0 , and E  is a connected component  of the set ),( wB . Let b  
be a ball with «rational» center and rational radius, and Eb  . Then we may choose a ball BB  so 
that ),( wBB   and Bb  . Then the connected component ),( bBE  of B  which contains b , is 
contained in E , i.e., EbBE ),( . Since 

)(sup
),(
zf
bBEz
, it follows that 

)(sup zf
Ez
. 
     To prove the last assertion of the theorem we will use Theorem (ii) of §2. For this purpose let us 
consider a pair of balls ),( bB  with BBb  , and, as before, let ),( bBE  be the connected 
component of B  which contains b . Then, by the remark in §3,  BbBE ),( . If 
BbBE  ),( , then the function f  (of the hypotheses of the theorem) belongs to 

qp
pL

 )(OV  and its restriction bf  (to b ) does not have any bounded holomorphic extention to 
B . Hence Theorem (ii) of §2 gives the required conclusion. 
 
     5. Remarks. (i) By examining the above proof we see that if the sets B  are connected (for 
those B ’s having sufficiently small radius – depending on the center of each B ) then the theorem 
holds under the weaker hypothesis of the existence of the functions f , not necessarily for all  , 
but only for   in a countable dense subset of  . This is the case – for example – in which the 
boundary of   is 1C . 
 
     (ii) Let us point out that the above theorem holds also in the case « q ». The proof in this case is 
essentially the same. Although the case « q » is, in some sense, the most interesting one, it does not 
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imply the case « q ». Notices that changing the value of q  in 
qp
pL

)(O , changes not only the 
space but also the topology.  
 
     (iii) We can also prove an analogous theorem in the case of the spaces )(pLO  for each fixed p  
(  p1 ). In this case we do not need to assume   to be bounded. Thus if nC  is an open set 
and for every point  , there exists a function f  such that )( pLf O  and 
 )(lim, zfzz  , then the set of functions g  in the space )(
pLO , which are totally unbounded in 
 , is dense and G  in this space.  
 
     6. Theorem. Let nC  be a bounded open set and Rq , 1q . Suppose that for every point 
  and every 0 , there exists a function  ,f  such that  

qp
pLf

 )(, O  and  )),((,   BLf qO .  
Then the set  





 

0)),((:)(),(  everyandeveryforBLgLgq q
qp
p OOS   
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O .  
 
 
      Proof. Let us fix a point w  and 0 . We are going to apply Theorem (i) of §2 with 

qp
pL

 )(OV  and X  being the set of all compact subsets K  of the intersection ),( wB . For 
this purpose we consider the sublinear operator  
X
qp
pLT C

 )(: O , 
q
K
q dvfKfT
/1
:))(( 


   for XK  . 
For every XK , the functional  
C


qp
p
K LT )(: O , ))(()( KfTfTK  , 
is continuous. Indeed, if kf , ,...3,2,1k , is a sequence which converges to f , in 
qp
pL

)(O , then kf  
converges to f , uniformly on K , and therefore  
 
K
q
K
q
k dvfdvf , as k . 
We also observe that, in this case, the set })(:{ XonunboundedisfTfS V  is equal to  





  
 ),(
:)(),(


wB
q
qp
p dvfLfwS O . 
This follows from the fact that  
   K
q
XKwB
q dvfdvf sup
),( 
. 
Also ),( wS , since ),(,  wSfw   . Therefore, from Theorem (i) of §2,  ),( wS  is dense and G  
in the space 
qp
pL

)(O . 
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     Next let us observe that if ju  is a sequence of points in   which converges to a point u , 
and 
qp
pLf

 )(O , then  

),( juB
q dvf  ( j )    
)2,( uB
q dvf . 
This follows from the fact that if uu j0  (for some 0j ) then ),()2,( 0  juBuB  , which implies 
that 



),()2,( 0  juB
q
uB
q dvfdvf . 
     To complete the proof of the theorem we consider a countable dense subset },...,,{ 321 www  of   
and a decreasing sequence s  of positive numbers, with .0s  By the first part of the proof and 
Baire’s theorem, the set  




1 1
),(
j s
sjwS   
is dense and G  in 
qp
pL

)(O . Notice that if f  belongs to this set, and ,  and 
mjw  is a 
subsequence of jw  which converges to  , then 
),( smjwB
q dvf

, and therefore 
)2,( sB
q dvf

. 
Since this holds for every ,  and the sequence 0s , this implies that ),( qf S . This 
completes the proof of the theorem.  
 
     7. Remarks. (i) By examining the above proof we see that this theorem holds under the weaker 
hypothesis of the existence of the functions  ,f , not necessarily for all  , but only for   in a 
countable dense subset of  . 
 
     (ii) The following version of the above theorem can be proved in a similar manner. Let nC  be 
a bounded open set and Rqq ~,  with 1~  qq . Suppose that for every point  , there exists a 
function f  such that  

qp
pLf

 )(O  and  )),((~   BLf qO  for every 0 . 
Then the set  





 

0)),((:)()~,,(
~  everyandeveryforBLgLgqq q
qp
p OOS   
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O . 
 
     (iii) If the boundary of   is 1C  and a function )),((  BLg qO , for every   and every 
0 , then g  is singular at every point of  . Indeed, this follows from the fact that for sufficiently 
small 0  (depending on each point  ), the sets ),( B  are connected. 
 
     (iv) In the above theorem, if the sets B  are connected (for those B ’s having sufficiently small 
radius – depending on the center of each B ) then the set of the functions h  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O , 
which are singular at every boundary point of   is dense and G  in this space. This follows from 
Theorem (ii) of §2.  
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     8. Theorem. Let nC  be a bounded open set and  q1 . Suppose that for every point 
 , there exists a function f  such that  

qp
pLf

 )(O ,  )),((   BLf qO  for every 0 , and 

)(lim zf
z
z
 . 
Then the set  





 

0,)),((:)(  andBLgandinunboundedtotallyisgLg q
qp
p OO  
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O . 
     Proof. The conclusion follows from Theorems 4 and 6. Indeed, it suffices to notice that the set in 
this theorem is the intersection of the corresponding sets of the Theorems 4 and 6, and that the 
intersection of two dense and G  sets in the complete metric space 
qp
pL

)(O  is again dense and G , 
by Baire’s theorem.  
 
     9. Examples in the case 1n . (i) Let C  be a bounded open set with 1C  boundary. For a fixed 
point  , let us consider the holomorphic function  
C:f ,   zzf
1)( , z . 
 Then 
2
)(


p
pLf O  but )(2  Lf O . Indeed, for «small» 0 , 
 ),(
)(
 Bz pz
zdv  when 2p , while   ),( 2
)(
 Bz z
zdv . 
To prove the last equation, it suffices to notice that, since   is assumed to be 1C , there is a small 
anglular region   with vertex at  such that  ),( B , and, that the integral  
 ),( 2
)(
 Bz z
zdv , 
as we can easily see if we integrate in polar coordinates with center at  .  
     Next, continuing to consider the point   fixed, let Ca  be a point, sufficiently close to 
the point  , so that the line segment ],[ a , which connects a  and  , is contained in C . (Such a 
point exists since we assume that   is 1C .) Then, in the set  , there exists a holomorphic branch of 





z
azlog , i.e., there exists a holomorphic function )(zg , z , such that  

z
azzg ))(exp( . 
Indeed, the Möbius transformation )/()(  zaz  maps the point a  to 0 ,   to  , and the line 
segment ],[ a  to a half line in the complex plane, starting at 0 . We may also choose g  so that 
 )(Im zg  for z . Then, for this function g , the integral 
(1)                                          
 ),(
)()(


Bz
p
zdvzg  for every p , 
while  )(lim, zgzz  . To prove (1), it suffices to notice that  
kpkpp xkx //)!()(log    for every 1x , 1p  and Nk , 
and that if iww  loglog , then  
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2/22 ])[(loglog pp ww  , for R . 
Indeed, since  iz
azzg 
 log)(  (with   ) , it follows that, for z  which are sufficiently 
close to the point  , 
kp
kp
kp
kp
p
p
z
k
z
azk
z
azzg
/
/
/
/
2/
2
2
1)!()!(log)(  










  .  
Then (1) follows by an appropriate choice of Nk . Finally (1) implies that  


p
pLg )(O , while 
)( Lg O . 
 
     (ii) With notation as in the previous example, and for  q1 , let us consider the function  


 )(2exp)(, zgqzhq  , z . 
Then 
qp
p
q Lh

 )(, O , while )(,  qq Lh O . 
 
     (iii) For R , 1 , let us consider the domain }010:{  xyandxiyxz  C . 
Then  

1
)(1




p
pL
z
O  and )(1 1   Lz O , 



p
pLz )(log O  and )(log  Lz O , and 

qp
p
q Lz 
 )(1 /)1(  O  and )(
1
/)1(   qq Lz O  for Rq , 0q . 
 
     (iv) Let )}/1exp(010:{ 2xyandxiyxz  C . Then  



p
p
N Lz
)(1 O  and )(1  L
z N
O , for every NN . 
 
          10. Theorem. (i) Let C  be an arbitrary bounded open set. Then the set of the functions 

2
)(


p
pLg O  which are totally unbounded in   is dense and G  in the space 
2
)(


p
pLO . 
 
     (ii) Suppose that C  is a bouned open set such that for every point  , the connected 
component C  of C  which contains  , contains at least one more point, i.e.,  }{C . 
Then, for each fixed q  with  q1 , the set of the functions 
qp
pLg

 )(O  which are totally 
unbounded in   is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O . 
     (iii) Suppose that C  is a bouned open set with 1C  boundary and   q1 . Then the set  





 

0,)),((:)(  andBLgandinunboundedtotallyisgLg q
qp
p OO  
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O .  
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     Proof. Having in mind the example (i) of §9, we easily obtain part (i), from Theorem 4, applied 
with the functions }:{ f  where C:f , )/(1)(   zzf , z . Part (iii) follows from 
Theorem 8, applied with the functions g  of example (i) of §9 in the case q , and the functions 
,qh  of example (ii) of §9 in the case  q1 . It remains to prove part (ii). For this purpose let us 
take a point Ca , a , and define the set   as follows: If C is unbounded then }{:  C , 
and if  C  is bounded then C : . In both cases   is a compact and connected set (in }{C )  
containing the points   and a . Then the Möbius transformation )/()(  zaz  maps the point a  to 
0 ,   to  , and the set   to a connected compact set   containing the points 0  and  . Then, in the 
open simply connected set C , there is a holomorphic branch of the logarithm, and, therefore, there 
is a function )(z , holomorphic in z , such that )/()()](exp[   zazz . Also the function  


 )(2exp:)( z
q
z    
is holomorphic in   and  
qp
p
z
azz
q
pz
/2
)(Re2exp)(   


 . 
Therefore 
qp
pL

 )(O , and, since  )(lim, zzz   ,  part (ii) follows from Theorem 4. 
 
     11. The case of the unit ball of nC . Let us consider the unit ball }1:{  zz nC . For fixed 
 , we consider the function  
jj
n
j zz
zf  11
1
,1
1)(

 , z .  
Then  

1
)(


np
pLf O  and )(1  nLf O . 
Indeed, if 1 np  then the integral  

  pz
zdv
,1
)( , 
as a function of  , remains bounded for   (see [14] and [16]), and, therefore, letting   , 
    ppp z
zdv
z
zdv
z
zdv
  ,1
)(inflim
,1
)(lim
,1
)( . 
     Next we show that 
(1)                                                        1,1
)(
nz
zdv
 . 
Indeed, for 1r  (sufficiently close to 1), 
21 1
1log
,1
)(
rrz
zdv
n    , 
where   is a positive constant independant of r . (See [14] and [16].) Since  

    
 r nnnn z
zdv
rrz
zdv
rz
zdv
1211 ,1
)(1
,1
)(
,1
)(
   (where }:{ rzzr
n  C ), 
it follows that  
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2
2
1 1
1log
,1
)(
r
r
z
zdv n
r
n    . 
Letting 1r , we obtain (1).  
     Observing that 0),1Re(  z , for z , we see that 0)(Re zf , and therefore )(log zf  is 
defined and holomorphic for z , where log  is the principal branch of the logarithm with arg . 
Also 2/)](Im[log  zf . It follows, as in example (i) of §9, that  



p
pLf )(log O , while )(log  Lf O . 
Also the function   

   fq
nf qn log1exp/)1(  satisfies 
  
qp
pqn Lf

  )(/)1( O  and   )(/)1(  qqn Lf O  for Rq , 0q . 
 
    12. Theorem. Let  q1 . If   is the unit ball of nC , or more generally if   is an ellipsoid as in 
§13(ii), below, then the set  





 

0,)),((:)(  andBLgandinunboundedtotallyisgLg q
qp
p OO  
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O . 
     Proof. It suffices to apply Theorem 8, with appropriate choices from the set of the functions which 
were constructed in §11 and §13(ii). 
 
     13. The case of convex sets. (i) Let nC  be a bounded open and convex set with 1C  boundary, 
and let   be a defining function for  . For a fixed point  , we consider the function  
(1)                                                 
))((
1)(
1
jj
j
n
j
z
zf

 


 , z . 
Then  
(2)                                          
2
)(


p
pLf O , while )( Lf O , and 
(3)                                         


p
pLf )(log O , while )(log  Lf O . 
To prove (2), we will show that for 2p , 
(4)                                        
),(
)()(


B
p
zdvzf , for «small» 0 . 
Assuming, without loss of generality, that 0)(
1

 
z
, let us consider the C affine transformation  
))(()(
1
1 jj
j
n
j
zzw 
 


 , 222 )( zzw   , ... , nnn zzw  )( . 
Using this transformation we see that (2) follows from the fact that  

~ 1
)(
w
pw
wdv  (for 0~  ). 
To justify (3), let us recall that the convexity of   implies that  
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0))((Re
1




 


jj
j
n
j
z
  for every z , 
so that flog  is well defined and holomorphic in  . Then, using (3) as in example (i) of §9, we see 
that, for «small» 0 , 

),(
)()(log


B
p
zdvzf , for every p , 
and this implies (3).  
     We point out that in general the conclusion 
2
)(


p
pLf O  cannot be improved in the sense that 
in some cases  

),(
2
)()(


B
zdvzf  
(see the example (iii) below). 
     We also observe that if   is another defining function for  , then    for a continuous and 
positive function  , and  
))(()())((
11
jj
j
n
j
jj
j
n
j
zz 

 



 . 
Thus the function (1) does not depend «essentially» on the choice of the defining function of  , as 
long as this set is convex with 1C  boundary. Notice also that the functions f  depend continuously on 
the point  . 
 
     (ii) Let nC  be an ellipsoid of the form 






 1: 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
n
nn
a
z
a
z
a
z
z C , 
where naaa ,...,, 21  are some positive numbers. Using the defining function  
1)( 22
2
22
2
1
11 
n
nn
a
zz
a
zz
a
zzz  , 
we find, for a fixed point  , that the function 
2
11
1
1
))((
1)(
j
jjn
j
jj
j
n
j a
z
z
zf 
 




  is defined and holomorphic for z . 
Then  


)()( zdvzf
p
  for every 1 np ,  and 


)()(
1
zdvzf
n
 . 
The above assertions can easily be reduced to the case of the unit ball, which we studied in §11. In fact 
it suffices to change the variables by setting jjj azw /  and jjj a/  . 
 
     (iii) Let us consider the convex domain }0Re1:),...,({ 11  zandzzzzD nn C  and, as 
local defining function for D  near its boundary point 0  ( D0 ), 2/)()( 11 zzz  . Then the 
function (1) becomes 1/1)( zzf  . In this case  
 
 DBDB
zdv
z
zdvzf
),0(
2
1),(
2
)(1)()(

 , for every 0 . 
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A similar computation can be done for every point   in the part of the boundary of D  where 
0Re   (and 1 ). Of course at the points D  where 0Re  , the corresponding function 
f  satisfies  
1
)(


np
p DLf O  and )(1 DLf nO , as we proved in §11. 
 
     (iv) Similarly to the previous example, if  
},...,2,1,1Im01Re0:),...,({ 1 njzandzzzzR jj
n
n  C , 
then for every point R  (where R  is smooth), the function f  satisfies  

2
)(


p
p RLf O  and )(2 RLf O . 
Similar conclusions hold for «most» points in the boundary of the polydisk  
},...,2,1,1:),...,({ 1 njzzzzP j
n
n  C . 
     (v) The results of example (i) can easily be extended to arbitrary convex sets – with no smoothness 
of its boundary assumed. More precisely let us consider any bounded open and convex set nC , 
and let us fix a point  . By the convexity of  , there exist real numbers )( jj  , 
)( jj  , nj ,...,2,1 , such that 022 

  jj   and 
  0)]()([)]()([
1


n
j
jjjjjj yzyxzx   for every z , 
where jj zzx Re)(  , jj zzy Im)(  , jjx  Re)(  , jjy  Im)(  . Setting jjj ic  : , we obtain  
0)(Re
1




 

n
j
jjj zc   for every z . 
Then the conclusions of example (i) hold for the function f  where  



 n
j
jjj zc
zf
1
)(
1)(

 , z . 
For example the function )(log zf , z , belongs to the space 


p
pL )(O  and 

)(lim zf
z
z
 . 
 
     14. Theorem. Let nC  be any bounded open and convex set and  q1 . Then the set of the 
functions g  in 
qp
pL

)(O  such that g  is totally unbounded in  , is dense and G  in the space 

qp
pL

)(O . 
 
     Proof. It follows from Theorem 4 applied with the functions flog  of the above example (v).  
 
     15. The case of strictly pseudoconvex domains. In this section we will show that some functions 
which are defined in terms of Henkin’s support function belong to certain Bergman spaces. First we 
describe Henkin’s support function ),( z  which is constructed in [5]. Following Henkin and 
Leiterer [5], let us consider an open set nC  and a 2C  strictly plurisubharmonic function   in a 
neighbourhood of  . If we set  





 
 

1,:)(min
3
1
,1
2

 withn
nkj
kj
kj
C  
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then 0  and there exist 1C  functions jka  in a neighbourhood of   such that  
2
2
:)()(max
n
a
kj
jk

 




 
 . 
Let 0  be sufficiently small so that  
2
22
2
,:)()(max
n
zwithz
xx
z
xx kjkj
 




 

  for nkj 2,...,2,1,  , 
where )(jj xx   are the real coordinates of nC  such that )()(  njjj ixx  . For ,z  we 
consider the modified Levi polynomial  



 
  
 
n
j nkj
kkjjjkjj
j
zzazzQ
1 ,1
))(()()(2),( 
 . 
Then we have the estimate  
2)()(),(Re zzzQ    for ,z  with   z . 
The following theorem is proved in [5]. 
 
     Theorem. Let nC  be a strictly pseudoconvex open set, let   be an open neighbourhood of 
 , and let   be a 2C  strictly plurisubharmonic function in a neighbourhood of   such that  
}0)(:{  zz  . 
Let us choose  ,  , and ),( zP , as above, and let us make the positive number   smaller so that   
 }2:{  zz nC  for every  . 
Then there exists a function ),( z  defined  for   in some open neighbourhood U  of   
and   UUz , which is 1C  in   UUz ),(  , holomorphic in Uz , and such that 
0),(  z  for   UUz ),(   with   z , and  
),(),(),(  zCzQz    for   UUz ),(   with   z , 
for some 1C function ),( zC  defined for   UUz ),(   and 0  when   z . 
 
     In this setting we will prove the following proposition. We use a set of coordinates – the Levi 
coordinates – which are appropriate when we are dealing with integrals involving the function 
),( z . (See [5] and [13].) As a matter of fact we will use a slight modification of the Levi 
coordinates. 
 
     Proposition. If, in addition,   is 1C , then, for each fixed   and  for every 0 ,  

  ),( ),(
)(
 Bz pz
zdv  when 1 np , and 
  ),( 2),(
)(
 Bz nz
zdv . 
Therefore 
1
)(
),(
1

 np
pLO  and  )(),(
1 2 
nLO . Furthermore the functions ),(
1
z  are 
1C  
in  . 
 
     Proof. Since we assume   to be 1C , 0  at the points of  . Having fixed  , we 
consider a coordinate system ))(),...,(),(),((),...,,,( 23212321 ztztztztttttt nn  , of real 1C functions, 
for points nnz 2RC  , which are sufficiently close to the point  , as follows: We set  
)()(1 zzt   and ),(Im)(2 zQzt  . 
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Then )(2)(2),(
1






 
z
n
j
j
j
zz dzzQd  and, therefore,  
)]()([)],([Im)(2     izQdztd zzzz . 
On the other hand,  
)]()([)]([)(1     zzzz zdztd . 
It follows that       0)()(2)()( 21    iztdztd zzzz . 
Now the existence of 1C functions )(),...,( 23 ztzt n  such that the mapping  
))(),...,(),(),(( 2321 ztztztztz n  
is a 1C diffeomorphism, from an open neighbourhood of the point   to an open neighbourhood of 
nn 20 RC   (with 0)( t ), follows from the inverse function theorem. Also let us point out that, 
for z  sufficiently close to  , z  if and only if 0)(1  zt  . 
We will show that, for every 0 , 
(1)                                               ),( ),(
)(
 Bz pz
zdv   for 1 np . 
For points z  which are sufficiently close to  , 
),(Im)(),(Im),(Re),(),( 2  zQzzzQzQzQz   
and 
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
nttttz   . 
(When we write  , we mean that   , for some positive constants   and   which are 
independent of z .)  
Therefore (for z  and sufficiently close to  ) 
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
11),( ttttttz n   . 
(When we write   , we mean that   , for some positive constant   which is independent of 
z .) Therefore (1) follows from  
0 22232221211 )(t pntttttt
dt

  
or equivalently from 
0 2223211 )(t pntttt
dt

  ( 1 np ). 
(In the above integrals ndtdtdtdt 221   and t  is restricted in a «small» neighbourhood of 
nn 20 RC  , i.e., t  is «small».)   
We will also show that, for every 0 ,  
(2)                                              ),( 2),(
)(
 Bz nz
zdv . 
This time we will use the fact that, for points z  which are sufficiently close to  , 
2/12
2
2
3
2
2
2
1 )(),(),( nttttzzQz    . 
        Therefore (2) follows from 
0 222322211 )(
)(
t
n
ntttt
zdv

. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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     16. Theorem. Let nC  be a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C boundary, and  q1 . 
Then the following hold: 
 (i) For every point  , there exists a function f  such that  



p
pLf )(O   and 

)(lim zf
z
z
 . 
(ii) For every point  , there exists a function h  such that 

qp
pLh

 )(O  and )),(()1/(2    BLh nnqO  for every 0 , and 

)(lim zh
z
z
 . 
(iii) The set  





 

inunboundedtotallyisgLg
p
p :)(O  
is dense and G  in the space 


p
pL )(O . 
(iv) The set  





  

0,)),((:)( )1/(2  andBLgandinunboundedtotallyisgLg nnq
qp
p OO
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O . 
 
     Proof. Let   be a 2C  strictly plurisubharmonic defining function of  , defined in an open 
neighbourhood of  . Let us also fix a point  . Then, as it follows from Taylor’s theorem and 
the strict plurisubharmonicity of   (see [13]), the Levi polynomial of   



 

  
 
n
j nkj
kkjj
kj
jj
j
zzzzF
1 ,1
2
))(()()()(2),( 

  
satisfies the inequality  
2)()(),(Re zzzF    for nz C  with   z , 
for some «small» positive constants   and  . In particular,  
0),(Re zF  for }{),(  Bz . 
It follows that the function )],(/1log[ zF  is defined and holomorphic for  ),( Bz , and that 
 )],(/1log[lim,  zFzz . (Here log  is the principal branch of the logarithm with arg .) Also 
we can prove, as in the proof of the proposition of §15, that if 1 nq ,  
(1)                                       
 ),( ),(
)(
 Bz qzF
zdv  for every 0 . 
Then, using (1) (with 1q , for example) as in example (i) of §9, we obtain  
(2)                               


)3/2,(
)(
),(
1log
 B
p
zdv
zF
, for every p . 
     Next we consider a C function RC n: , 1)(0  z , with compact support contained in 
)3/2,( B , and such that 1)( z  when )3/,( Bz . Now the function  



),(
1log)(  zFz  
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is extended to a C function in  , by defining it to be 0  in )3/2,( B . Then the )1,0( form 







),(
1log)(:)(  zFzzu  
is defined and is C  in a open neighbourhood  , it is zero for  )3/,( Bz , and, in particular, 
it has bounded coefficients in  . In fact )(zu  extends to a C  )1,0( form for z  in an open 
neighbourhood of  , since the function 


),(
1log zF  is holomorphic in an open neighbourhood of 
the compact set  )]3/,()3/2,([  BB . It follows that there exists a bounded C function 
C:  which solves the equation u  in  . (See [13].) Then the function  
)(
),(
1log)(:)( z
zF
zzf  

  
satisfies the requirements of (i) (as it follows from (2)). 
     A function h  which satisfies the requirements of (ii) is  





 



 

)(1
),(
1log)(exp)(1exp)(
/)1(
z
q
n
zF
zzf
q
nzh
qn
 . 
Indeed, we have 

 ),( 2),(
)(
 Bz nzF
zdv  (for every 0 ) 
(this is proved in the same manner as the analogous result of the Proposition in §15) which implies that  

 ),( )1/(2)(
)(
 Bz
nnq
zh
zdv . 
Notice that the behaviour of the above integral is not affected by the functions   or  , since 1  
near   and   is bounded in   (so that ]/)1(exp[ qn   is both bounded and bounded away from 
zero in  ).  
     Finally assertions (iii) and (iv) follow from (i) and (ii), in combination with Theorems 4 and 7. (See 
also the remark (ii) of §7.) 
 
     17. Remark. It follows from the above theorem, in combination with Theorem (ii) of §2, that the 
set of the functions h  in the space 
qp
pL

)(O  which are singular at every boundary point of   is 
dense and G  in this space, for  q1 . (Similar conclusions are reached also in the case of the 
convex domains, following Theorem 14, and certain – more general – domains in C , following 
Theorem 10.) 
 
     18. The case 10  p . Let nC  be a bounded open set. Recall that if 10  p , we can define 
again the space )(pLO  as the set of holomorphic functions C:f  such that 


)()( zdvzf p , and that with the metric  


 )()()(:),( zdvzgzfgfd pp , for )(,  pLgf O , 
)(pLO  becomes a complete metric space. (This follows from the fact that convergence in the space 
)(pL  implies uniform convergence on compact subsets of  , as we justify below.) 
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     For a fixed q , with 10  q , we may also define the spaces  

qp
pL

)(O  
endowed with the metric  

 

1 ),(1
),(
2
1:),(~
j p
p
j gfd
gfd
gfd
j
j , 
qp
pLgf

 )(, O , 
where jp  is a sequence with qppp j  210  and qp j   (as j ). Then 

qp
pL

)(O  becomes a complete metric space, its topology being independant of the choice of the  
sequence jp . In fact, a sequence kf  converges to f , in the space 
qp
pL

)(O , if and only if 
0),( ffd kp  for every qp  . In particular Baire’s theorem hold in 
qp
pL

)(O . Moreover we point 
out that the space 
qp
pL

)(O , with the above topology, is also a topological vector space.  
     Let us recall also that if ),( raP  is a polydisk, },...,2,1,:{),( njrazzraP jjj
n  C , and 
)),(( raPf O , then – by the submean value property for the function pf  (see [13]) – we have 

),(
)()(
)),((
1)(
raP
pp zdvzf
raPvol
af  ( 0p ). 
Thus if )( pLf O  and K  is a compact subset of  , then choosing 0 , sufficiently small – 
depending on K , such that  
 },...,2,1,:{: njazzP jjna  C ,  for every Ka , 
we obtain  


 )()(
)(
1)()(
)(
1)( zdvzf
Pvol
zdvzf
Pvol
af p
aP
p
a
p
a
 
, for every Ka . 
This gives the well-known inequality  


 )()(
)(
1)(sup
0
zdvzf
Pvol
af pp
Ka
 . 
In particular we see that convergence in the space )(pLO  implies uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of  .  
 
     The following conclusions can be reached for the case « 10  p » in the same manner as in the 
case « 1p ». 
 
     Conclusions. Theorems 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and remark 17, hold also in the case 10  q , and 
remark (iii) of §5 holds for the case 10  p , too. 
 
     19. The spaces )(s . As we pointed out in §3, a totally unbounded holomorphic function in an 
open set  , is singular at every point of  . On the other hand it is well-known that the converse of 
this is far from being correct. In fact, under some assumptions on the set  , there are holomorphic 
functions in   which are C  upto the boundary of   and at the same time they are singular at every 
point of  . For deep results in this direction we refer to [8] and the bibliography given there. In this 
section we will use Theorem (ii) of §2 in order to give a simple proof of the fact that in some 
pseudoconvex open sets there exist functions in )(s , }{,...}2,1,0{ s , which do not extend 
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holomorphically beyond any boundary point of  . In fact we show, at the same time, that such 
functions form a dense and G  set in the space )(s  (in the natural topology of this space). To make 
this precise, we consider, for a bounded open set   in nC  and ,...}2,1,0{s , the set )(s  of all 
holomorphic functions f  in  , whose derivatives  
n
n
nzz
f
z
f






 


1
1
1
 
extend continuously to  , for every mult-index nn N ),...,( 1   with sn   1 . The 
topology in )(s  is defined by the norm  







 szz
z
ff
s


,:)(sup , )( sf ,  
and with this norm, )(s  is complete.  
    Similaly )(  is the set of holomorphic functions f  in  , whose derivatives  zf  /  extend 
continuously to  , for every mult-index nn N ),...,( 1  . The topology in )(  is defined by 
the metric  

 

0 12
1),(
N N
N
N gf
gf
gf , )(,  gf , 
and, with this metric, )(  is complete. Furthermore, with the corresponding topology, )(  
becomes a topological vector space. Thus, in particular, if )(,  ffk  with 0),( ffk  
( k ), and C ,k  with  k , then 0),( ffkk  . 
 
     The following theorem follows easily from Theorem (ii) of §2. See also [1], [4] and [8] for related 
results.  
 
     20. Theorem. Let nC  be a pseudoconvex open set such that its closure   has a 
neighborhood basis of pseudoconvex open sets, and )int( . If }{,...}2,1,0{ s , then the set 
)(s  of the functions in )(s  which are not extentable, as holomorphic functions, beyond any 
point of the boundary  , is dense and G  in the space )(s . In particular the conclusion holds if 
  is strictly pseudoconvex open set (not necessarily with smooth boundary) and )int( . 
     
     Proof. We will apply Theorem (ii) of §2 with )( sV . For this purpose let us consider a pair 
),( bB  of open balls with BBb  . We claim that  )( nB C . For if 
 )( nB C  then B  which would imply that )int(B , i.e., B  (since we assume 
)int( ), and this contradicts the fact that BB  . Let )(  nB C . Since we assume 
that   has a neighborhood basis of pseudoconvex open sets, there exists a pseudoconvex open set G  
such that G  and G . Then GB ,  )( GB nC , and B  is connected, and 
therefore  GB . Let us consider a point GB   and a sequence kz  in GB  which 
converges to  . Since G  is pseudoconvex, there exists a function f , holomorphic in G , such that 
)(sup k
k
zf  (see [13]). Then )( sf V  and the restriction bf , of f  to b , has no bounded 
holomorphic extension to B . Therefore, from Theorem (ii) of §2, the set )(s  is dense and G  in the 
space )( sV . The last conclusion of the theorem follows from the well-known fact that the 
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closure of a strictly pseudoconvex open set has a neighborhood basis of pseudoconvex open sets (see 
[5]).  
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